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Assessment is an essential part of the decision making
process required to develop both a Long Term Transport
Strategy (LTTS) and Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP3).
The process quantifies the impacts of the options
and provides the evidence base to allow the following
outcomes:
• Measures to be included
• Measures to be excluded

• D
 etermination of a preferred long term strategy
(LTTS)
• Refinement of options into a five year plan (LTP3
strategy tables – Section 9)
The assessments have been undertaken on all the
options and sub options shown in Table 5 in the last
section of this document. The following assessments
were carried out for the LTTS and the LTP3:
• P
 olicy Fit (does the option meet policy objectives of
the strategy)
• Cost/Benefit Analysis (does the option offer value
for money)
• Key Performance Indicator and Scenario Testing
• Equality Impact Assessment (EIA, see summary in
Annex 6)
• Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA, see
summary in Annex 7)
• Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA, see
summary in Annex 8)
The following diagrams give a brief explanation of the
assessment and a summary of the results. The full
assessment documentation for Policy Fit, Cost/Benefit
Ratio, Key Performance Indicator and Scenario Testing
is available on request. A summary of the SEA, HRA
and EIA can be found in the annexes of this document
and the full versions can be viewed on line at
www.peterborough.gov.uk/ltp.
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1

Policy fit

2
Assessment
Type

Policy Fit

Explanation of
Assessment

An initial policy fit exercise
was carried out to ensure that
only suitable measures that
contribute to the Delivering a
Sustainable Transport System
(DaSTS) goal aspirations were
taken forward to the preferred
strategy.
A high-level qualitative
framework assessment was
undertaken so as to assess
the generated options overall
contribution to the DaSTS goals
and challenges.
The options were initially
sorted by mode of travel and
qualitatively scored against
Peterborough’s DaSTS goals
and challenges in a workshop
setting using a seven point
scale:
+3
Largely beneficial
+2
Moderately beneficial
+1
Slightly beneficial
0
Neutral
-1
Slightly adverse
-2
Moderately adverse
-3
Largely adverse
The overall score for each
measure has been weighted
to ensure that each option is
judged fairly.

Results

Policy Fit results
All Smarter Choices options
contribute towards the five
DaSTS goals.
Virtually all the highway, freight
and rail options would contribute
to some extent towards the five
DaSTS goals.
None of the highway schemes
would contribute to the climate
change goal, except some of the
demand management measures
which would encourage a switch
to walking and cycling.
The options that encourage
the use of electric vehicles or
more sustainable options such
as walking, cycling and public
transport contribute to the
climate change goal.
The Joint Freight Line upgrade
between Peterborough to
Spalding contributes to the
climate change goal.
The sub options listed below
were shown to not sufficiently
contribute towards the overall
DaSTS goals:
• A1139 Frank Perkins Parkway
– Junction 4 to Junction
5 widening was found to
have the potential to cause
significant environmental
problems
• Pedicabs/Rickshaws were
found to have the potential
to cause an increase in traffic
congestion
• Dualling of the A15 Glinton
bypass, as there is insufficient
growth in that part of the city
to justify these improvements
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Cost benefit ratio

2
3

Assessment
Type

4
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Cost Benefit
Ratio

Explanation of
Assessment

A simple cost benefit exercise
was then undertaken, by
dividing the weighted DaSTS
score by an estimated cost of
delivering the scheme to ensure
all schemes within the LTP3
would offer value for money in
terms of contributing to local
goals.
The approximate 30-year whole
life costs of the options were
initially assessed, including both
capital and where appropriate
on-going revenue/operational
costs, so as to obtain a
meaningful comparison of costs
between options.
The DaSTS score was then
divided by the whole life cost
of the scheme (in millions of
pounds) to produce a Benefit
Cost Ratio (BCR) to produce a
value for money indicator.
The generated options were
therefore assessed against the
core objectives together with
assessments of:
• Practicality
• Acceptability
• Opportunities for funding
• Affordability

Results

Cost Benefit Ratio results
It is considered the following
schemes would offer poor value
for money over the life of this
LTTS:
• Link between Railworld and
East Coast Main Line (ECML)
• Nene Valley Railway upgrades
to install new tracks to
facilitate a commuter service
• Cable cars
Light Rapid Transit (LRT) has
been ruled out in the medium
term however investigations will
take place during the life of the
LTTS as the population growth
prediction may result in LRT
becoming economically viable.
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1

Network improvement impact assessment

2
Assessment
Type

Network
Improvement
Impact
Assessment

Explanation of
Assessment

Does each of the network
improvements make a
contribution towards
reducing congestion and
journey times?

Results

Network Improvement Impact
Assessment results
The Network Improvement
Impact Assessment resulted
in the following network
improvements remaining in the
LTTS:
• The A15 Paston Parkway
dualling between Junction 22
and the Glinton roundabout
is retained as it supports the
Lincoln Road Public Transport
Corridor by enabling the
removal of through traffic
• Junction 20 improvements
• City centre improvements
• Junction 1 improvements
• Fletton Parkway Junction 1 to
2 widening
• Junction 68 Stanground
Fire Station roundabout
improvements
• Junction 44 and Junction
23 (Glinton roundabout)
improvements
• A47/A1 to Sutton dualling
• Parnwell Way dualling
• Junction 21 improvements
• Nene Parkway Junction 33 to
34 widening
• Embankment south facing
slips
• Boongate dualling (Junction 5
to Junction 39)
• Paston Parkway dualling
(Junction 22 to Junction 23)
• Norwood Link Road
• Eastern Industries Link Road
• Junction 15 junction
improvements
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1

Key performance and scenario testing

2
3

Assessment
Type

Explanation of
Assessment

4
5
6
7
8

Key
Performance
Assessment

Do the remaining options as a
package show a:
• Reduction in total CO2
• Reduction in congestion
• Increase in sustainable
transport use
• Reduction in total kilometres
travelled
• Reduction in city centre traffic
Output from Peterborough
Transportation Model (PTM)
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Scenario
Test

The impact on Key
Performance Indicators of the
following scenarios
• 2026 Core Strategy growth
with no interventions
• 2026 Core Strategy growth
with Smarter Choices
initiatives only
• 2026 Core Strategy growth
with network improvements
only
• 2026 Core Strategy growth
with Smarter Choices
initiatives and network
improvements
Compared with Reference
Case*:
*The Reference Case in this
instance represents the most
likely future scenario, in terms
of land use and transport
infrastructure which will be in
place at the year 2026 if there
were to be no:
• Growth as outlined in the Core
Strategy (beyond that already
committed)
• Transport improvements or
interventions (beyond that
already committed)

Results

Key Performance and Scenario Testing
results:
Core Strategy Growth without LTTS
compared with the Reference Case:
• Congestion up 170 per cent
• CO2 up by 13 per cent
• City centre traffic up by 14 per cent
• Sustainable travel use remains the same
• Vehicle Kilometres Travelled (VKT) up by
10 per cent
Core Strategy with LTTS compared to
Reference Case:
• Congestion down 34 per cent
• CO2 up by 4 per cent
• City centre traffic down 12 per cent
•S
 ustainable travel use up 15-20 per cent
• VKT up by 4 per cent
The results have to be put into context
as Peterborough is expected to grow by
a third. Only VKT, sustainable transport
use and CO2 can be calculated into per
household figures.
Core Strategy Growth without LTTS
compared with the Reference Case:
• CO2 down by 5 per cent
• Sustainable travel use remains the same
• VKT down by 8 per cent
Core Strategy with LTTS compared to
Reference Case by Household:
• CO2 down by 13 per cent
•S
 ustainable travel use up 15-20 per cent
• VKT down by 12 per cent
The scenario testing has demonstrated
that if the Core Strategy were
implemented:
• Smarter Choices are not sufficient alone
• Highway improvements in isolation are
not sufficient
• All the sub options that have passed the
policy fit and cost benefit assessments
are required to deliver a LTTS
• LTTS is required to be delivered in an
integrated approach
• The implementation of the transport
improvements would ensure delivery of
the Core Strategy in accordance with
DaSTS principles
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1

Strategic Environmental Assessment

2
Assessment
Type

Strategic
Environmental
Assessment

Explanation of
Assessment

The objectives of the Strategic
Environmental Assessment
(SEA) Directive are to provide
high level protection of
the environment, and to
contribute to the integration of
environmental considerations
into the preparation and
adoption of plans, with a view
to promoting sustainable
development.
The SEA performed a two part
assessment of the LTP3. Part
A identified a broad strategic
alternative based on a success
rate of the Travelchoice
programme; Part B assessed
proposed transport schemes
impacts on SEA objectives. The
assessment also determined
the cumulative impacts of the
improvements.

Results

Strategic Environmental
Assessment results
The findings of the SEA were:
Failed and removed from plan
• Pedicabs/Rickshaws
• Dualling A15 Glinton bypass
Minor impacts but retained
in plan due to other positive
contributions or mitigation
measures identified:
• Park and Ride
• Junction 1 to 2 widening
• Dualling A15 Paston Parkway
between Junction 22 and
Junction 23
• A605 Stanground bypass
dualling – eastern end
• A1073 dualling Norwood to
A47
• Parnwell Way dualling
Strategic alternatives and
proposed schemes demonstrate
a positive impact of the LTP3
Consultation with environmental
stakeholders completed in
March 2011 showed agreement
with the analysis and support for
the LTP3 and its contribution to
environmental improvement.
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Habitats Regulation Assessment

2
3

Assessment
Type

Explanation of
Assessment

4

Habitats Regulation
Assessment results
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Results

Habitats
Regulation
Assessment

A Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA) is
aimed at protecting those
sites of European and
International importance
for wildlife conservation.
HRA is required of the
LTP3 to demonstrate
that there is no adverse
effect on those sites by
the plan in isolation, or in
combination with other
plans or projects.

Screening was conducted for the
plan elements and sites identified in
the HRA. The HRA was conducted
assuming a worst case scenario
for the location of schemes. The
screening report identified the
following sites as having potential
to be impacted by the following
schemes:
Nene Washes:
Water based Park and Ride
Orton Pit:
Southern Park and Ride
Widening of the A1139 between
Junction 1 and Junction 2
Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) only lane
along the A1139
It is recognised that true impacts
are not discernable at this stage
due to lack of detail. Locations
near to designated sites will
require appropriate environmental
assessments.
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1

Equality Impact Assessment

2
Assessment
Type

Explanation of
Assessment

Results

3
4

Equality Impact
Assessment

The Equality Impact Assessment
(EIA) systematically assesses
the effects the LTP3 is likely to
have on groups or individuals
in respect to the equality
categories set out below:
• Race
• Disability
• Religion and beliefs
• Gender including gender
reassignment
• Sexual orientation
• Age

The Equality Impact
Assessment results
The assessment was completed
to pre-empt the possibility that
the LTP3 could affect some
groups unfavourably and allows
the opportunity to consider
alternative means of achieving
the same outcome that will
cause no or less adverse
impacts. There are two levels of
EIA, an initial assessment and a
full assessment. All policies are
subject to an initial assessment
and should the outcome suggest
that any groups are likely to
be affected differentially a full
assessment must be carried out.
All policy areas of the LTP3 were
assessed against each equality
heading and whilst a number
of strategy items are targeted
at specific groups, for example
improving driving practice of
young drivers and offering cycle
training pupils in years 6, 7 and
8, it was not felt that this was to
the detriment of others.
As a result of this conclusion the
LTP3 will not need to progress to
a full EIA.
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2

Following this robust assessment only those options
that have passed the rigorous assessment criteria have
been included in the LTTS. The LTTS is outlined in the
next section of this document.

Further assessment/assessment outcomes
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Strategic Environmental Assessment
For the schemes identified with potential for negative
impacts but retained in the plan Peterborough City
Council will seek to ensure that negative impacts are
avoided on sites important for biodiversity and wildlife,
the historic environment, landscape and human health
by:
• M
 aking sure schemes are subject to an appropriate
environmental assessment at the planning
application stage
• Modifying schemes such that they avoid or
minimise negative impacts
• Ensuring suitable mitigation is identified and
implemented where necessary
Habitats Regulations Assessment
The city council will, through all possible endeavour,
seek to ensure that transport schemes enacted through
the LTP3 will not cause negative impact to European
and internationally designated sites by, one or more of
the following:
• E
 nsuring appropriate project level environmental
assessments are conducted as necessary
• Modifying schemes such that they avoid negative
impacts on designated sites
• Modifying schemes to minimise negative impacts
on designated sites
• Employing suitable mitigation measures to
eliminate remaining impacts
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